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Preface

Cultural changes in the past kw decades have pro-
voked bitter criticisms of science and technology,

which are blamed tor such undesirable trends in our
society as materialism, job dissatisfaction, loss of indi-
viduality. invasion of privacy, and destruction of our
environment. The fifteen articles in this booklet shed
light on the controversies involving science, technol-
ogy, and society by exploring the nature of technologi-
cal development in a historical context and in its relation
to contemporary problems. The effects, preconditions.
and sources ot technological change are among the
issues probed.

These articles were originally written for the eleventh
Course by Newspaper. CONNECTIONS: TECHNOL-
MiY AND CHANGE, offered in newspapers through-
out the country for the first time in fall 1979. John G.
Burke. Professor of History at the University of Cali-
fornia. Los Angeles. coordinated this course.

Courses by Newspaper (CtIN ). a national program
originated and administered by University Extension,
University. of California. San Diego. develops nes:is-

paper articles and related educational materials that are
used as the basis of college-les el courses. Hundreds of
newspapers and participatinga colleges and universities
throughout the country cooperate in presenting these

courses to the general public._

Fach course features a series of weekly newspaper
articles, written by distinguished university scholars and

,other experts. Suppkmentary materials include a book
of readings and a study guide for interested readers.

with a Source Book available for community discussion
leaders and instructors.

In addition, for this course a related ten-part series

of television programs. -Connections.- has been pro-
.duced by BBC and Time Life Films for airing over the

1 Public Broadcasting Service in fall 1979; the programs
are also available for purchase, or rent from Time Life
Multimedia. A Viewer's Guide, relating the print and
video materials, and a narrative text, Connections, by

James Burke. the TV-series narrator, are also available.

Colleges within the circulation area of paiticipating
newspapers offer the opportunity for readers to meet
with local professors and earn college credit. If no local

college or university is participating, credit arrange-
ments can be made with the Department of Indepen-
dent Study, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55455.

The first Course by Newspaper, America and the
Future of Man, was offered in the fall of 1973. Subse-

quent courses have included:
In Search of the American Dream
Two segments of The American Issues Forum
Oceans: Our Continuing Frontier
Moral Choic.7s in Contemporary Society
Crime and Justice in America
Popular Culture: Mirror of American Life
Taxation: Myt.'is and Realities
Death and Dying: Challenge and Change

To date, approximately 1250 newspapers and 800
colleges and universities have presented the courses.
Approximately 15 million people read the articles for
each course and almost fifty thousand persons have

earned credit through Courses by Newspaper.
Courses by Newspaper has.,, been funded since its

inception by the National EndowWent for the Humani-
ties, an independent federal agency created in 1965

to support education, research, and public activity in
the humanities. Supplemental funding for individual
courses has been provided by the Exxon Education
Foundation and the Center for Studies of Crime and

Delinquency, National Institute for Mental Health. We

gratefully acknowledge their support.
We also wish to thank Unitcd Press International,

which has cooperated with CbN since 1975 in distribut-
ing the articles to participating newspapers across the

country.
The views presented in these articles, however, are

those of the authors only and do not necessarily reflect

the views of the University of California or the funding

and distributing agencies.
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S cemug! Water pollution! Exssive noise! Urban filth!
Shoddy products! Lethal food additives! Radio-

active wastes! Genetic manipulation! Dehumanization!
These are the results, critics charge, of our blind faith

in technological progress. Rebuttals calling attention to
our high standard of living. improved health, longer life
spans. better working conditions, and increased educa-
tional opportunities do not still the critics' voices.

Technology is on trial.
The most onuntius assertion is that technology is now

completely out of human control. Technology, the
pthsecution says, has become an independent entity,
a. thing apart from humans who gave it birth. We have
bectime cogs in a huge system of production and con-
sumption. a maohine having no human purpose. Cer-
tainly. modern technology gives most of us a means of
livelihood, food, shelter, and leisure to watch TV. But
the price we pay for these material satisfactions, it is
said, is our freedom.

Technology. critics declare, not only shapes and di-
rects every aspect of our lives, but threatens the very
existence bt the human species. Our increasing love
affair with rationality and efficiency that is. science
and engineering is responsible for creating this tech-
nological monstthsity. We are thus caught in a web ot
our own making. .

One 'possible escape route may be open, declare the
anti-technologists. hut only if we act quickly and force-
fully. Repudiate modern science and high technology.
Return to a simpler way of life.

Even if these prophets of doom are exaggerating or
are mistaken, there are many signs, such as pollution.
which indicate that something has gone wrong. We are
constantly surprised by technology's shortcomings.
Dangerously defective tires nullify th safety advantages

seof mandatory at belts. Cancer-p ucing food addi-
tives are harmed, and later their replacements are found
to he just as lethal.

Technology resembles the Hydra. the awesome nine-
headed beast finally slain by Hercules. which grew two
heads from the root of each he struck off.

Will vve succeed in overcoming our problems as Her-
cules did his? Do humans have enough resilience to
Maintain freedom and'choice in spite of burgeoning
technology?

Assertions and predictions about technology usually
are based on sOeral assumptions that are difficultif not
impossible to prove. One is that technologieal change is
taking place more rapidly than in the past. Another is
that technological change has a much greater social
impact than ever before. A third is that scientific re-
search and development are exclusively responsible for
present technological innovations.

A useful way of assessing our present situation, of
judging whether it is indeed unique, is to look at techno-
logical development in a historical context and in its

relation to contemporary problems. This series of fifteen
articles has that goal.

Effects of Technology

Three of the more important effects of technological
advance are the increasing complexity of our civiliza-
tion, the changes in our culture and institutions, and
the impact of innovations on work. The complexity of
our technological society, indeed, is one of the reasons
critics give either for our loss of control or for their
charge that the system is manipulated for the benefit

of a scientific-techno gical elite. One frequently cited
example is the 1965 ew York blackout, which plunged
the city into darkness for hours before power was re-
stored, and the cause of which stumped experts for

\days.
Is complexity a novel feature of modern technology?
Similarly, societal and 'institutional changes are ap-

parently occuiTing with astonishing.rapidity. A century
ago, for example, any proposal for a U.S. Department
of Energy would'have appeared ludicmus. But now, as
we worry about an energy shortage, it has become a
necessity. .

Have advancing technologies always had the effect of
altering cultures? Has the pace of change quickened?

Only when we look to the past do we realize fully
how very different our methods of producing goods
are from those of our forebears. Technology has un-
questionably affected the work process. However, the
important questions are whether our labor has be-
come more individually rewarding and more socially
beneficial.

2

Preconditions

Yet, effects do not occur without preconditions. One is
OUF physical enviroment, which iknecessary to life and
crucial in the development of technology. The exploita-
tion and misuse of the environment is one of our most
urgent problems.

How have past coltures or thine in other parts,of the
world come to terms with nature or arrived at a com-
promise between the envirbnment and technological
progress? Does high technology inevitably entail en-
viromental deterioration?

Another apparent precondition of technological ad-
vance is the sin, distiibution, and migration of popu-
lations. Some critics maintain that the size of our
population and its increasing concentration in urban
areas are primarily responsible for enviromnental pollu-
tion. Others declare that without technological progress
'the growing populations in developing nations will
perish. Yet historically, the links between technological
progress and population growth are puzzling.

What advice, if any, should we give to developing
nations? Or, to ourselves?

Societal values constitute a third precondition of



' technological innovation. For example, gunpowder. in-
vented in China. was not used there for firearms. When
it appeared in Western Europe, however, military engi-
neers immediatel y. grasped its mditary potentialities.

Why do some cultures accept technological innosa-
lions that others reject'

Sources of Technological Client,

Own these preconditions. howeser, what stimulates
technological progress. and who or which institutions
accomplish innovation?

Humanitarian concerns. the spirit of adventure. or the
wish to transform idleness to active leisure. have pro-
duced some innovations. But the principal agencies of
technological innos anon are economic activity, science.
engineering. war, and government. although some
comomists would maintain that all of these ultimately
can he lumped under economic activity.

The desire to satisfy material needs, individual or
social, has always been a major source of innovation. In
western cultures, luxuries have become necessities with
resulting economic growth. Indeed. some critics Name
the "growth ethic- for both environmental deteriora-
tion and tor the purported decline in the quality of life.

"hi what extent is this ethic the cause of our diffi-
culties"

Frtn11 small beginnings n the seventeenth century,
scientific research activity has now grown to substantial
size. On the one hand, the rational and objective ap-
proach of scientists pros okes criticism ; on the other, the

VA091611g

discoveries, which give rise to technological innovation.
cause worry.

How has scierice grown? What is its interaction with
technology?. How do scientists perceive themselves?
And, inasmuch as wince receives the credit or blame
for innovation, what is the engineers7 role, and to what
extent should their activities cause concern?

;War has always encouraged technological innovation,
not just in the development of new weapons, but also in
stimulating new industries and methods that have pro-
foundly affected society. Military needs were the chief
stimuli for the development of aircraft, space ships, and
computers.

Similarly, governments have encouraged innovations
through the patent system, agricultural experiment sta-
tions, and agencies that aid industry.

To what degree does this activity, both military and
civilian, contribute to our present problems?

The subjects described above and the questions raised
comprise the main body of this series of articles. The
final three articles will consider both the past and the
future prospect. They will investigate the nature of
inventive activity, the relation of technology to ethical
principles. and the merits and shortcomings of current
attempts to direct the course of technk logical develop-
ment for human purposes.

Serious public consideration of these issues and par-
ticipation in the on-going debates is necessary. For it is
only through our collecti..e wisdom that the problems
concerning technological advance and its effects can be
resolved.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

JOHN G. BURKE is Professor of History at the
University of California, Los Angeles, where he has
also served as Dean of the Division of Social Sciences
andDian of the College of Letters 'and Science. He
joined the faculty there in 1962 after .. successful
blisiness career. He holds degrees in both metallurgy
and history, and his awards include three grants from
the National Endowment for the Humanities for
seminars on Technology, Society. and Values in
Twentieth Century America. Among his publications
are Origins of the Science of Crystals; The Science of
Minerals in the Age ef iefferson (coauthored with
J. C. Greene); am. The New Technology and Human
Values.
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2, Silent Revolutions
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Major technological developments, from tele-
vision and computers to satellites and nuclear

energy are pmfoundly affecting the'way we live. They
are thereby causing concern apout the sueLd impact of
technological change.

Teehnology does indeed often have great sotial or
political impact. But it is far from predictable Whethfr
this or that technology will iiive impact, let:alone what it
will be. The inipact depends as much on tIte response of

:. peorile and 'of cultures asedoes on the new technology.
For example, the first "women's liberation" occurred

in the Ilth and F2tfi centuries. In the history kooks, this
'sharp change in the position of women.is recorded in
terms of literature. religion, or law. For the trouba-
dour who emerged in Southern France, woman was no
longer a "sex object," but an object of adoration to
whom he addressed his poems from afar (or at least
pretended to). .

In Christianity, the Virgin Mary replaced God the
Father as the centriti figure in popular worship and in
religious art. And legally, women acquired property
rights as widows, the right to maintain property they
brought into the marriage, and the right to their own
earnings.

The Spinster

But the underlying cause of these tremendous social
changes was a cechnological innovation in France-- the
spinning wheel. With it came the "spinster" actually,
anyone who spins, although we use the word today to
denote an unmarried woman who is no longer young.

Spinning has been women's work from time immemo-
rial we still speak of the -distaff side of the house.
But spinning on the distaff was inefficient. It took ten
spinsters with distaffs to keep one weaver going. With
the spinning wheel, the relationship was reversed. One
spinster could supply half a dozen weaiers with yarn.

When spinsters became productive, they became in-
dependent. Suddenly, a woman could be in society and
be respectable without being dependent upon a male.
Until then, only a nun or prostitute could survive with-
out being a wife or concubine. Girls, therefore, had to be
betrothed in infancy. Now they could remain single until
old enough to choose whom to marry or even not marry
at all. They could be "spinsters."

The great changes in culture, in religious worship, iind
in law then followed in short order.

The Second Wasnen's LU

The second "Women's liberation," that of today, also
has its roots in technological innovation in the sewing
maehine, the typewriter, and the telephone.

Before the sewing machine was invented, a little over
a hundred years ago, sewing was the hardest, most time-
consuming job of the housewife. Only the very rich
could afford to have their clothes made by a tailor. The

a
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rcst had to make,and mind their own clothes. The farm
wife or worker's wife of 1860 speiu four to six hours a
day plying the needle.

The sewing machine cut this time to...approximately
30 minutes ap, day. It also made clothes so cheapcutting

-prices by more than three-quartersthat even ordinary
people could word "store-bought" clothes.

The typewriter and the telephone, by creating middle-
class employment opportunities outside the home: made
it possible, as had the spinning wheel eight hundred

,.years earlier- for "respectable" women to earn their
living without being dependent upon a mak. Even in_
Dickens' last hovel, written around 1870, the& are only
Male clerks in offices: "Respectable",women did not go
out without an escort. /

INventy-five years later, an advertisement for a
"clerk" generally meant a woman rather than a man;
and "respectable" women were going to work by thew.
selves, traveling by themselves, and altogether leading
lives of their own. Higher education for women, con-
sidered a luxury or an ornament in Victorian times, soon
became a necessity. The demand for the vote, for equal7
ity before the law, and for equality in careers inevitabcy
followed.

The Hifi Civilization

But perhaps the most important example of the connec-
tion between technology and social order is the first true
"civilization," that of the irrigation cities ofantiquity
of Egypt along the Nile five or six thousand years ago;
of Mesopotamia about the same time ; of the Indus Val-
ley a thousand years or so later; and of Southern China,
from which Chinese civilization arose four thousand
years ago.

What made the irrigation city possible was technol-
ogy: the ability to erect and maintain civil engineering
works to lead the flood waters of the rivers to the land, to
prevent their running back into thl river again, and to
circulate them.

These irrigation worksthe first, and perhaps the
most impressive, achievements Of "m9dern" technol-
osy required measurement, which led to the develop-
ment of geometry. They required ability to forecast the
flood, that is, a calendar and astronomy. They brought
people 'together into very large settlements and thus
required water supply, sanitation, city !mils, and public
buildings.

They required specialists: scientists, physicians, bu-
reaucrats, tax collectors, lawyers, scribes, teachers, and
engineers. The irrigation city required writing to record
contracts and tax receipts. It required law and the
codes developed then, whether in Babylon or in China,
would still serve most needs of modern commerce todaY.
The irrigation city required law courts to settle disputes
and police to maintain safety.

Above all, irrigation developed city and citizen. It

a
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developed a common deity. where there had been only-
tribal gods. And from this came thetelief in universal
God of all mankind, and indeed the idea o "Mankinii"
itself.

In other words. the irrigation city developed what we
still call "civilitation." And its foundation was vit-.

nology.

Technology and Society

These examples show, tirst, that technologi is not some-
thing outside of society: It is society itself. But it does not
"determine" society and culture. It must tit both to
become effective technology.

Tfie spinning wheel was an obvio4 invention once_
the carriage wheel and the potter's had been
introducedseveral thousand yeatr before the spin-
ning wheel feplaced the distaff. Societyvtas simply not
receptive ; the lady of the house spinning with her daugh-
ters and maids a scene trelltmeric Epics' tiepict
again and agairtfulfilled important functions "at
society 'did not want to do without.

Secondly, these example: show that technblop pro-
vides only optiens. The spinning Wheel diffused rapidly,
throughout the Old World. Yet it hae social and cul-.1
tural impacts only in the areas of Western Catholicism,
not in the regions of Greek Catholicism. It had none at
all outside the Christian world, that is in China or
India.

The irngation city similarly evoked different social
and political responses. In Egypt.. a religious bureau-.

cracy emerged. but there were no political or social
theories and no secular institutions. In.China, the irri-
gation city brought about great politkaI and social
theory-Ahe Confucian concept of social harmony.
based on interpersonal relations and aiming to make
human society conform to a pie-established harmony
Ofthe universe.

Equally great was the impact in the Mid-East. In
Stnicria and Babylonia it was soon seen that the cen-
tralized governance of the irrigation city could become
a tyranbyT-exploiting the weak and poor, but also a
force for good. the engine of justice and compassion.
And political philosophy as we now know it thus arose
;n the. injgation city of Mesopotamia and thence in

Greece.
These illustrations show that technology is first and

foremost a "humanity." Technologies are not created
by nature or by elves in the Black Forest. They are
created by humans. They are extensions of Man, to be
used by humanity.

Alfre'd Russell Wallace, who with Charles Darwin
formulated the theory of natural selection, said "Man is
the only animal capable of purposeful evolution; he

. makes tools." Tfiese tools bespeak human needs and
values. They give us new performane and new survival
FapacitY. They make-us, in effect,'a different animal.

Thus they pose new human options, create new hu-
man opportunities, and demand new human answers.

Technology liberates by giving us choices.
,
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T he forcv of science and. technology controls much

of the modern wiirkl. It holds the purse-stiings of
civilization, forms the hasis of military might, and domi-
nates the quality of life and the possibilities of the future
tor every person on earth.

Why then does it seem beyond the control of the
people, beyond their comprehension? Why do scien-
tists talk learned gobbledegook and behave like an elite
power group. protecting their mysteries and the basis ot
their power? At the same time, why does the mass .of

a humanity seem herded into a world of nuclear rebel-
lion. megadeaths. food additives, conspicuous . tech-
nohigical consumption, and mindless computerization'?

The rapid growth of science and our increasing de-
pendency on high technology have produced a widen-
ing gap beiween scientists and the general public a gap
that has been oniy partially bridged by.education and
that only in the few most developed nations.

From the beginning science and technology were like
any other field in which some people were cleverer that
others. Right at the stan of history in Mesopotamia five
thousand years ago, a most sophisticated and compli-
cated craft of arithmetic and 3 mathematical treatment
of astronomy developed. It was incredibly successful
and accurateand as incomprehensible to the common
persons as higher mathematics has been ever since. It
set a pattern that has persisted right down to modern
mathematical physics and the other sciences related
to it.

Mathematics trom the start involved not only a
special talent hut also a long, difficult investment in
years of learning. We do not know the practical func-
tionif anythat these mathematical skills had. Were
the learned Mesopotamian priests and the Greeks..
Arabs. and medieval and renaissance scholars that fol-
lowed them deliberately hiding their skills from the
common people? There was no conspiracy of an elite.

Two Resolutions

In the course ot history' two great changes in technology
caused scientific knowledge to become more elite.
Around 1500 AD ,eame the Gutenberg Printing Revo-
twain. The book very quickly changed the entire soci-
ety. Presses were built and run by craftspeople in the
cities rather than by scholars in monasteries and uni-

_ versifies,' and both the writers and the readers of the
new books were a new class.

What happened with the opening up of science to
its new public? Certainly there was a general democra-
tization, hut the arcane mysteries of highly technical
knowledge persisted.

Then in the 17th-century came the Scientific Revolu-
tion. The telescope and other instruments changed the
status of our attempts to understand the universe. Be-
fore. it had depended only on brain-power, and all
philosophers worked with the same evidence. Suddenly

Galileo saw mountains on the moon, knellites around
Jupiter, thousands of stars nolk,dy had seen before.

It was a discovNy of an artificial method of revela-'
tion (which the chitreh could not then accept), and it
changed the universe that was to be explained. From
then till now, the effect of technology upon science has
been the most,powerful means of improving our under-
standing of both the natural universe and manmade
technologies.

Scientific Journals

To cope with L,':e new flood of learning, enthusiasts
began to band iogether into societies. Making use of
the presses, they \began a fresh tradition of scientific
journals in which they published items of new knowl-
edge as they came

At first it seemed illicit to publish atoms ot knowl-
edge in this way without maturing them into a life's

'work book, but the method flourished paiticularly vvel!
with science, and a society of writers iind readers of
scientific research papers grew with enormous rapidity.
The papers themselves became a world body of litera-
ture incorporateng the new understan of science
and technologies.

Had the technologies of communication and instru-
ments bred a new elite? Certainly they developed a
new set of words and a special impersonal literary style
appropriate for new thoughts. Some scientists were
noblemen, physicians, clergymen. professors. hut
others were artisan instrument-makers, working sur-
veyors and navigators, and mechanics or just enthusi-
asts, like modern stamp collectors or birdwatchers.

What happened. however, was that the enormously
accelerated pace of new knowledge and.ever-.increasing
sophistication of theory continuously removed the new
scientific understanding from the majority of people
simply because with each generation, despite increased
education, more had to he learned, more skills had to
be acquired.

By the 18th century the exponential growth of new
knowledge (doubling every ten years) and new tech-
nologies had reached the point where workers like the
Luddites in England broke the machines that threat-
ened their livelihood. Even the scientists could not
keep up.

Encyclopaediasond summary abstracts of research
papers to wrarcip the learning into digestible forni
offered one. solution. The great French Encyclopaedia
was frankly political in its attitude to the technical
knowledge of all skilled trades, publishing all the alleged
secrets that might oppress the populace by forcing them
to toil as apprentices rather than read and become
masters. In the same tpirit, new democratic elements in
society forced disclosare of technical secrets as a pub-
lished patent, in exchange for a commercial monopoly
on the new device.

8
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Needless to say, the encyclopaedias and patents did
not solve the problems of nonscientists, but merely
enabled the basic prbblem of availability of knowledge
to grow another stage.

New Technologies

Around MOO there was another crucial growth in sci-
ence: Calvani and Volta, looking for the secrets of life.
found current e:ectricity. Within a single generation,
electricity transformed chemistry into a wealth of new
substances and new understandings. The 19th century
saw such new technologies as fertilizers and soil chemis-
try. dye chemistry and explosives, steam engines and
locomotives. as well as electrical energy.

The steam engine had grown from a "low- (non-
scientific) technology of water-pumps, but the chemical
and electrical high technologies required the scientific
knowledge of the day. In industrial nations education
had to be expanded to produce the technica! workers,
and popularization prepared the public for the new age.

By I900 the wealth of the major nations and the
quality of life for their people were linked more to the
new technologies, low and high. of manufacture than to

the natural wealth of the land. Increased understanding
brought forth more ansi more high technologies.

By 1950 the wealth and power of nations and lives of
all people began it. uepend ever more on the high
technologies and thei: inevitable link with sciences that
were increasingly technical and learned, and beyond
the understanding of the general public.

In the last quarter century, new efforts to popularize
science and mac it understandable to the lay person
have lent increased urgency to the problem of the closed
shop of science. But workers suffering from the impact
of new technolegies, appropriate and inappropriate,
have broken the machines like the original Luddites.
Today the popular rebellion is against nuclear reactors
and genetic engineering, and in nations like Iran, every-
thing technical.

We cannot all be scientists (nor want to), and we
cnnnot ignore the -existence of the world's stock of
science. But we are of necessity all consumers of more
or less free choice in the technological world.

The traditional answer to ignorant domination by
technologies is education, but it is still only a partial
solution of an irritating and desperate problemone
that we may never be able to solve completely.
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Tcchnological innovations new tools, new ma-
chines, new processc ..-- affect not only human soci-

ety hut, directly and immetAately, the producing wink-
ers. Today, it is possible twenvision a society in which
technology wil! liberate workers from much of the physi-
cal drudgery and boredom that have marked their lives
in the past.

Better tools permit workers to produce more (and
better) work ; machines replacing tools save their
labor and multiply their production; and computer-
programmed automated factories turn them into moni-
toring engineers, employing mental more than physii :al
skills.

Nevertheless, workers typically have not welcom.:d
innovations in production technology far from it. Nor
are they entirely mistaken in their apprehensions about
new techniques. Quite apart from their principal fear
that it ma y. bring uneinployment new technology may
have unforeseen effects on their workinglives and per-
sonal destinies.

The outstanding historical example of the impact
of changing technology on workers' lives is the de-
velopment of factory mass productiors. Even while cre-
ating the abundance that has transformed the modern
world, mass production has had a dehumanizing effect
which governments. workers' organizations, enlight-
ened management, and modern social science still seek
to mitigate.

Fighting the Factories

The modern factory system has an ancestry going hack
many centuries. Medieval wool merchants in Flanders
and Italy began "putting out" their wool successively
to spinners. Wei.ncrN. fullers. and dyers in what amount-
ed to factories scattered through a town. The system
foreshadowed the true factory both in increased volume
of production and in the stimulation of class conflict. By
no coincidence. history's first strike. in 1245, was by
weavers of Douai, in Flanders,

The "Commercial Revolution" in which the Flemish
wool entrepreneurs participated provided the basis for
the later Industrial Revolution centzred in 18th-century
Britain. Spinning and weaving there were mechanized
and steam-powered. multiplying productivity but alarm-
ing the hand weavers. In the early 19th century. bands
of "Luddites." fearing loss. of jobs, tried todestroy the
new machinery but they were brutally suppressed by
government troops.

In France, workers kicked machines to pieces with
Their heavy wooden shoes_ Ar.r."sahms--giving rise to
the word "sabotage." Similar worker protests occurred
in Germany and were memorialized by Nobel prize-
winner Gerhardt Hauptmann in his drama "Tlie
Weave rs."

British workers resisted another innovation: work
discipline. At his celebrated pottery works at Etruria.

11

Eagland, Josiah Wedgwood, in the latter half of the I sth
century. was one of the fimt o divide his labor force into
sequemial groupspotters, painters, firers, finishers
achievipg both increased production and enhanced
quality.

But the new arrangement required that workers con-
form to the pattern imposed by the flow of production.
Previously, as craftsmen, each performing' the whole
range of functions in pottery making, the workers had
frequently "kept St. Monday" (taken Monday off ), and
on other days had sometimes deserted their benches tOr
an ale or a game of handball. Wedgwood posted rules
and levied fines, bat remained chronically vexed by
labor troubles.

Loss of Dignity

As powered machines supplanted skill with semi-skill
or lack of skill in industry after industry, workers in
Britain and elsewhere lost their old sense of creativity
and even their old dignity. An observer at a British
trades .inion congress in 1890 recorded the difference in
appeaance between the old aristocracy of craft union-
ists, with their respectable dress, often including top hats
and watch chains, and the "new- unibnists, the shabby,
nondescript factory workers.

In America the industrial revolution at first produced
a quite different effect. The wealth of natural resources
and severe shortage of labor made the country highly
receptive to the textile machinery spirited out of Britain
(against ineffective laws forbidding its export ) by
Samuel Slater, a youthful immigrant of 1789 who be-
came the "Father of American Manufacture," Native
mechanics such as David Wilkinson and Paul Moody
added Yankee improvements and helped found Amer-
ica's own machine-tool industry, that is. machines to
make machines.

It was not surprising, therefore, that the next major
production breakthrough, interchangeable parts manu-
facture, achieved its triumph in America. The concept
had originated in France and Britain, where experi-
ments had indicated its promise, but craft-minded Euro-
pean industry held back. In America, Eli Whitney, John
Hall, and others developed it in the government-
supported arms industry. It soon gravitated to produc-
tion of iron stoves, sewing machines, and farm im-
plements.

The American System

By the time Henry Ford appeared on the industrial scene
about 1900. interchangeable-parts manufacture was
known throughout the world as -the AmeriCan- system.-
From Chicago and Cincinnati meat packing plants, Ford
got the inspiration for his assembly line, which brought
parts directly to the workers in a continuous flow.

No rules needed posting, no fines were required. The
moving line's inexorable pace enslaved the men feeding



it, exacting repetitive functions performed with an in-
human consistency. Assembly-Ime workers were turned
into the human machines satirized by Charlie Chaplin in
his 1936 film -Modern Times.-

Mean% hile. at the turn of the century. a Philadelphia
'engineer, Frederick W. Taylor, devised a way to increase
steel workers' output by minutely analyzing their jobs.
By following Ilrylor's instructions faithfully, a worker
could substantially improve his piecework eainings. But
".laylorism." or scientific management. .copied and
often abused, won a reputation for efficiency at the
expense of humanity.

A glimmer ot insight into worker psychology came in
the 1920.. quite by accident. In studying the effects of
imprtwed illumination on worker performance at the
Western Electric Company plant at Hawthorne, Illinois,
Elton Mayo was astonished to find that a control group,
under the old lighting, improved its production as much
as did an experimental group under better lighting. The
-Hawthorne effect" showed that workers responded
with better performance to the mere fact of being con-
suited. asked to cooperate. dealt with as human beings.

Further experiments explored the relationship be-
tween man and machine and the worker subculture,
virtua:ly creating a new sociology. Human-factors engi-
neering. an outgrowth of Taylorism and the Hawthorne
experiment, sought to design machinery and equipment
for maximum ease. cons enience, and suitability.

Automation

The most recent stage in mass production, Automation,
came immediately following Wt,rld War II (though ma-
chines basic to factory automation go back to the Wal-

-

tham Company in the 1880s). Workers' resistance in
some intitatries, such as railroading and printing, has
brought considerable conflict. Yet overall, automation's
impact on employment so far has proved limited.

Meanwhile, factory working conditions continue to
cry out for improvement, particularly the reduction of
heavy labor, noise, and the provision of amenities.
-Flexitime," by which workers are allowed to arrange
their own schedules within certain limits, has enjoyed
suceess in a number of U.S. and European plants and
offices, measured in part by a reduction in absenteeism.

"Job enrichment," aimed at combatting "anomie"
the boredom of repetitive workhas also had some
success, though in its more radical forms, such as non-
assembly-line production of automobiles in Italy and
Sweden, the outcome is not yet clear. Essentially the
recent experiments have been attempts to exploit the
principles discovered by Elton Mayo by providing
greater scope for personal achievement and recognition
for the workers.

In recent decades as in times past, however, such
conscious efforts have been less significant in altering the
worker's relation to-work than the large-scale and usu-
ally unpredictable changes imposed by the general direc-
tion of technology and economics. These include the
shift toward the service industries and high-technology
clerical jobs, and from fabrication to processing indus-
tries, such as chemicals, plastics. and synthetics, in

J'which automation flourishes.
These changes and the rapid strides made by indus-

trial robots, which perfprm mechanically some of the
functions previously performed by humans, give cause
for hope that in the not too distant future physical
drudgery and anomie may both be eliminated.

TO,
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Wc live in a period in which technology,is complex
and rapidly changing and are inclined to think of

it in terms of comPuters, machine and precision tools,
and electronics. However. even in prehistoric times,
humans used simple hut powerful technologies, such as
tire, to modify nature.

The relationship between nature and technology,
whether simple or complex. can be understood only
in terms of culture-- those patterns of behavior and
thought common to a people.

Culture is the crucial link between nature and tech-
nology. Culture determines both how we use and modify
nature and how we think about it.

Let us think of the earth's surface as if it were a huge
relief map. We can place thousands of overlays on it to
show various distributions: physical elements like cli-
mates. mountains, minerals, and oceans; organic ek-
menh like forests, swamps. and cultivated lands: cul-
tural elements like settlements, religions, languages,
and technologies.

Any inhabited area on the earth's surface is composed
of different combinations of these distributions. We may
have Spanish-speaking Catholic farmers with ;, few
sheep living on a dry plateau. and Hindus, to whom cows
are sacred, speaking English and growing rice, where
monsoon rains cause disastrous fltxids. ,.

The existence of these mosaics is the reason we cannot
profitably talk abstractly about technology and mot*.
There is no direct relationship between them except
through the medium of culture.

Valics and Concepts

'throughout history. and up to the present, different
cultures have valued and sought in nature different
things. For example. the native Americans did not
search for plutonium as we do now. We no longer seek

whale oil for lamps; as our forebears did.
Ever) culture, prehistoric, primitive, and civilized, so

far as we know, has developed a conception of nature. In
primitive and prehistoric cultures, it may be a form of
nature worship, or nature-spirits, or the personification
of nature like **Mother Earth." Some modern societies
have a purely utilitarian conception of nature, as a
resource .there for human beings to use. Others may
think of it esthetically or biologically or both, as a beauti-
ful, harmonious but fragile system pf interlocking physi-
cal and biological elements.

Early Technologies

If we look hack to prehistoric times, two technologies
that modified nature stand out: plant and animal domes-

tication, and the use of fire.
The domestication of plants and animals began the

long series of experimems in breeding which have com-
pletely transformed the nature of organic life on earth.
Millions of square miles are now in cultivated crops;
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they are vast sunstitutior4 for what was there before the
intervention of human beings with their tools. With
animal domestication, the dog, the horse, the ox became
agents in the modification of nature by.human beings.

The use of fire to clear land for grazing, to deforest it
for agriculture or other pumoses, has been of the utmost
importance. We cannot study the resources and geogra-
phy of large parts of Southeast Asia, Latin America and
Africa especially south of the Sahara without re
nixing that fire, now as in the past, is an agent of signifi-
cant environmental change. Peale living in a culture like
our own., dependent on advanced technologies based on
applications of theoretical science, either overlook these
fundamental facts or are unaware of them.

Thus, there has been a tendency to think that tech-
nology is a modern phenomenon coming from the basic
inventions, like the steam engine, of the Industrial
Revolution in the latter part of the 18th century, and that
before then, humanity relied primarily on its own and
animal power.

This belief ignores the role of water and wind in the
history of technology. Water management by aque-
ducts, canals, stream diversion, and draining is ancient.
Drainage has been one of the fundamental activities ot
the human race in many parts of the earth, and its cumu-
lative effects have been to make the earth drier.

Problems and Solutions

Have such inventions and technologies been developed
as solutions to problems that nature creates for the
human race? This is an influential and ancient idea,
which we can restate in the words of the old and faMiliar
proverb. "Necessity is the mother of invention."

. We do not know if it is or not, or if necessity explains
the origin of technology. The late geographer Carl Sauer
in his classic study, Agricultural Origins and Dispersab,
argued that leisure may have been necessary for the
discoveries leading to plant domestication: "The needy
and miserable societies are not inventive., for they lack
the leisure for reflection, experimentation, and discus-
sion." One might think the wheel would be an excellent
example of necessity being the mother of invention, but
it was not known as a technological device in the New
World before Colunibus.

Since ancient times, people exploiting the earth's
resources have tried to interpret what they have done
and have often philosophized about it. Such interpreta-
tions go back in China at least to the time of Mencius
(4th-3rd centt ries B.C.) and in Greece to Plato (5th-

.4th centuries B.C.). Both men were interested in the
effects of deforestation.

In the last two centuries an enormous literature cover-
ing many parts of the world has come to light regarding
these enVironmental changes through various technolo-
gies, simple and complex; it had been slowly accumulat-
ing since antiquity.
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Curi aiding Views

Our tvitclusions regarding nature anti technology de-
pend partly on how we kiok at history If we study the
history of technology, we are apt to he impressed by
iriventions, successes and tadures, anticipations, im-
provements. and appheations. Our perspectives would
he different were we to study' the history of the modifica-
tion of the earth by human beings and their technologies.

The first t am of history is likel y. to show purpose and
rational acts based on theory or e xperience ; the second.
to uncover unforeseen consequences of human intru-
sions into the natural world;

In our times, we are seeing a dramatic meeting of
these historic and often opposing streams of thought:
( dit optimistic belief that science and technology.
through directed and rational change of physical and
organic nature, can manage the environment for con-
tinuing human use indefinitely and (2 ) a pessimistic view
based on an organic conception ot' natu whose delicate
balances can easily he destrovi humans with only
partial knowledge of extremely complex interrelation-
ships.

Hints of this second, or ecological, viewpoint (the
ecosystem concept ) appear in antiquity. hut the sig-

nificant developments began in the last years of the 17th

century. Its outstanding oontribution is the stress on the
int.:rrelationships in nature.

In an 18th-century example, farmers killed birds be-
cause they ate the fruit in their orchards; they later
regretted doing so because insects quickly multiplied. It
is this concept that makes possible a deeper understand-
ing of the effects of pollutants, plant and animal extirc-
lions, deforestation, the use of fire, soil erosion, and
other massive transformations of nature.

The mosaic pattern of the earth with its physical, bio-
logical, and human elements and the. distributions of
simple and complex technologies, ancient and modern,
have made culture the crucial pivot in the relationship.
And human cultures now give little evidence of becom-
ing homogeneous.

On the contrary, people wish to keep their customs.
traditions, religions, languages, arts and literatures.
Many tif these are intimately concerned with their atti-
tudes toward their natural surroundings and to their
tools, whether they are computers or digging sticks.

This means a complex worldwide diversity of attitudes
both to nature and to technology. They have now be-
come key elements in the future of the earth and of its
peoples.
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FIModel T could have any color they wanted so
enry Ford once said that purchasers of his famous

long as it was black.
Certainly technology did not force Ford to produce

auwinobiles in only one color. This was a case where
societal values influenswd technology.

Ford's -Tin Lizzy" was not merely popular; it aroused
deep affectior. It did this precisely because it embodied
many American values. The color was in keeping with a
religious and cultural heritage that valued plainness.

But the Model T also reflected American democracy.
Before Ford the automobile had been the plaything of
the rich; after him it became available to the masses.
Putting Americans behind the wheel fulfilled values
nourished on the frontier: mobility, restlessness, indi-
vidualism. and a conception of personal freedom that
bordered on anarchy.

Ungainly as it was, the Model T nevertheless ex-
pressed an aesthetic principle that form should folio
function. Perhaps the finest expression of this principle
was the Clipper ship, now often considered the most
beautiful of all sailing ships. It was, however, criticized
on aesthetic ground's by contemporaries. John Griffiths.
who invented the Clipper, defended it by arguing that
beauty comisted of -fitness for the purpose. and pro-
portion to effect the object designed."

This functionalist aesthetic, sometimes called Ameri-
can -vernacular," helped to give form to a vast number
of things made. in America. Here, too, societal values
helped guide technology.

Societal values also account for the demise of the
Model T. Ford's masterpiece admirably fitted the needs
and values of a rural market. But urbanization and a
growing taste for luxury doomed the Model T. In the
1920s, General Motors wrested automotive leadership
from Ford by catering to the new public tastes, offering
choices of color, models, and luxury features.

Technology and Social Change

Though technology is manifestly.influenced by societal
values, many people think that technology cannot be
controlled.

Karl Marx was one of the first to express the idea that
technology determines the course of social change.
Marx argued that -the hand-mill gives you society with
the feudal kird; the steam-mill gives you society with the
industrial capitalist."

In this case, historical research has refuted Marx. The
Doomsday census' of 1086 A.D. inventoried more than
5.000 mills driven by water-power not by hand in
England Wont; at a time when the feudal lord was still
very much in evideme. Conversely, we find industrial
capitalists with factories driven by hand, wind, or water
power before the adoption of steam.

. There is no inevitable cause-and-effect relationship

Alp
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between technological and social change. Each advance
in technology creates many new preisibilities; only a few
are realized by a particular society. The Amish provide
an interesting example ; they reject most Modern tech-
nology for religious reasons.

Over the course of centuries China and the West often
made strikingly different choices concerning the social
uses of technology. The printing press and paper served
to entrench the Mandarin establishment in China, but
stimulated radical social changes in Europe. The Chi-
nese also invented_ gunpowder, but used it for fire-
crackers; the West used it in cannon.

Social Lag

The idea that technology is out of control may result
from the way we frame our questions. A useful. way to
understand the interaction of technology and society is
through the theory of "social lag" developed by the
American sociologist William F. Ogburn.

The interval between an innovation and society's
adjustment is what Ogburn called "social lag." This
theory emphasizes the disruptive effects of technologiCal
change and the need for mechanisms to protect society.
It therefore helps us understand a good deal of recent
social history.

But if we take the new technologies as "given," then
social problems such as air pollution and urban decay
appear to be imposed upon society by some mysterious
force of technology. When we examine the sources of
new technologies, however, this is clearly not the case.

The automobile, for example, is one of the most
important causes of both air pollution and urban decay.
But automobiles were not forced upon the public. Popu-
lar literature prior to the introduction of the Model T
shows that Americans hoped for, and wanted, a cheap
car for the masses. Americans saw the automobile as a
way of reducing urban congestion by letting people
move to green suburbs. It did just that, but it left the
inner cities to decay.

Autombiles were expected to eliminate "horse pol-
lution," no small matter. They did so, but they created a
new, insidious form of air pollution, "smog." Thus the
urban decay and air pollution produced by automobiles
were not caused by some mysterious force of technol-
ogy. They are by-products of doing something that the
public clearly wanted to do. In this case technology is not
out of control. Rather, we are paying a penalty for our
own lack of foresight.

%did Needs

Technology does not exist for its own sake. It is the
means by which society achieves certain ends. Techno-
logical activities are initiated to meet social needs.

The crwial question, then, is how are social neech
cktermined? In America the traditional answer has



been market demand. But cheap cars, along with other
thir -% that society wanted. require ,yery large, complex
industrial organizations for their production. A compact
car would cost about 550.000 if produced by hand.

As a result, fire competition in the open market has
been replaced by conscious control by a small number of
industrial giants. The "invisible hand" of the free mar-

. ket has been replaced by the ". isible hand" of mana-
gerial planning.

Despite the enormous concentration of power in the
hands of a tiny elite, there has been little public quarrel
with the criteria of choice. Americans grumbled about
the big corporations. but until recently they appear
to have approved of their products, if not all their
practices.

The American automobile manufacturers, for ex-
ample, had little difficulty "selling" the American con-

k sumer the idea of larger. hea.ter, more luxurious, and
more powerful cars. They were more profitable to pro-
duce. and Americans seemed very pleased with their
"gas gunlers."

But increased weight required more eftkient engines.
which meant increasing the compression ratio, which in
turn caused a large increase in the emission of nitrous
oxides. Higher compression in automotive engines was
the moSt important single cause of a staggering 628
percent increase in the rate of production of these
harmful pollutants from 1946 to 1%7.

.61.1t-tk

Consumers' Revolt

As Osborn might have predicted, disruptive and threat-
ening technological cbanges produced a reaction from
society. The auto mikers'. neglect of safety led Ralph
Nader in 1965 to mount a crusade that broadened into
a consumers' revolt. Environmemalists, following the
pioneering work of Rachel Carson in 1963, had al-
ready begun their protests through such agencies as the
Sierra Club.

Scientists also made an important contribution, point-
ing to the public dangers inherent in radioactive fall-out
in the 1950s. More recently, scientists have raised seri-
ous questions concerning the safety of nuclear power.

In all of these cases the force of aroused public opinion
brought government action. Perhaps the clearest case is
provided by the automobile : government, responding to
public pressures, is attempting to impose a new set of
value priorities upon manufacturers, particularly in the
areas of safety, pollution, and fuel consumption.

Behind the rancorous debates over particular issues
something important is taking place. We are being
forced to rethink long-accepted fundamentals. Our
democratic society is attempting to redefine its values,
reorder its priorities, and reshape the mechanisms
through which these values guide the course of techno-
logical development.

It is too soon to predict theoutcome. But one thing is
clear: societal values do influence technology.
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7. Technology, Population,
and Resourps
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Theoretically. technology gives man the unique
power bi determme his own fate. In practice. how-

ewr, the long-run consequences are utsforeseen and
. usually undesired.

A tragic illustration is the population crisis. Technol-
ogy has made possible a formidable increase in popula-
tion that now threatens to exhaust the energy reSOLIEVCS
on which the growth itself has depended. If not stopped
hy deliberate policy. population growth will probably be
stopped in unintended, less humane ways.

During most of human existence there was no popula-
tion problem. Human fertility was low because children
require a long period of learning and hence dependence.
Mortality. on the other hand, was substantial, partly
because of warfare, predation, and occasional famine.
hut mainly became of parasitic and infectious diseases.
Such king-run population growth as did occur was made
possible by migration into new areas.

thus. although man has existed for more than half a
milliim years and probably numbered 50.000 some
400,0(1) years ago, hy WOO WU. there were probably
only about 5 million people, according to the estimates
of demographer John D. Durand. The rate of increase
was only one-tenth of one percent per century. (See
Table 1. ) .

fable 1: Growth of Human Population

400,000 Nears Ago
10,000 Yeats Ago
A I) 1750
A 1) 1474

%titivated
Population

50,0110

:C,000.0110

791.01111,(100

4,2245.000,000

Percent
Increase

prr Century

5.2

ItN.1

If that rate had continoed after 8000 B.C., it would
haw required oser 700,01K) years to reach the present
world population-4.3 billion. Instead, it took only
10,0(X) years. Why?

Destroying the Balance of Births and Deaths

The answer is technology.
At first used mainly for hunting, technology Was

applied to agriculture and animal husbandry about
10,000 years ago. Since then, the balance between fer-
tility and mortality has been destroyed. The improve-
ment in production streqgthened people's resistance to
disease but did not, since it came too swiftly, cause
fertility to adjust to reduced mortality. Between 10.0(10
years ago and 1750 AD.. the rate of population in-
crease. 5.2 percent per century, was fifty times the rate
before then.

The coming of industrialism dramatically reduced the
death rate in two ways: first. enormous further improve-

ments in productive technology strikingly improved
shelter and diets, and second, the development ofmedi-a technokigy began. after about 11450, to control infec-
tious diseases. As a result, between 1750 and 1979 the
rate of global population growth was twenty-one times
as fast as it had been during the preceding 10,000 years.

Yet the level of living rose simultaneously, because
the harnessing of fossil energy meant seemingly un-
limited productive capacity. (-Population growth and
prosperity came to be equated.

Population Growth Today

Since 1950 the rate of populatkm growth has remained
approximately stable, around 1.9 percent per year. This
is little cause for toy, however, because the rate is
extremely high: it would double the population every 37
years. And, because of the enlargement otthe base, that
is, the greater number of people each year, the absolute
increase continues to rise (Table 2). From 1975 to 1979
the absolute increase was 64 percent greater than it was
between 1950 and 1955, although the rate was almost
identical.

At present approximately 80 million pewle are being
added each year!

Ironically, 79 percent of the world's population
growth is occurring in the 45 percent of the world'it area
that is still underdeveloped, an area mostly in the tropics
which is already 21/2 times as densely settled as 'the
developed regions.

The reason is that the medical knowledge that de-
veloped slowly in the industrial nations can now be
transferred overnight to backward areas, causinirdeath
rates to drop about four times faster than they did from
similar levels in the industrial nations. Yet the social
structure has changed only slightly, and incentives for
having children remain stmng.

Thus the less developed countries have the highest

Tabk 2: Recent Increases in the World's Population

1950

Estimated
World

Population

2.526.000.000

Increase in hve Years'

Absolute Percent

2.7700)0,000 244,000,000 9.65

1960 3.058,000,000 288,000,(X10 10.40

1965 3,371.000,000 314,000,t110 10.25

1970 3.722.000.000 350,000,000 10.39

1975 4,100,000,000 379,000,0410 10.18

1979 4.421,4110,000 401,000,000: 9.78

'Calculated on the basis of figures kss rounded than those shown
in Column 1.

tEstimated by prelent author.
:Adjusted to a 3-year basis.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, World Popukuion 1977 (Wash-
ington:D.C.: 1978), pp. 14- IS.
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natural increase ever known. In Syria, tor example, it is
/estimated at 4 percent per year. a rate that will double

the pOpuhitioitin less than ltitIvars. in Etypt, where the
density on agricultural land is already unbelievable and
the poverty legend:try. the natural increase is 2.6 peretErN
per year. enough to Alouble the populoion in 27 years.

. Technology and Resoarm

Fundamentally, the 5',2 -told upsurge in the earth's
population since 17M1 rests on fossil energy. Coal. oil,
and gas permitted a nosel development a simultaneous
riSe in population and in level of living.

In the past. productive gains were used ,to sustain
more people rather than to raise standards. Now the use
of seemingly inexhaustible energy meant that each hu-

. man being could have the equisalent of dozens of ser-
yams. It meant that .costly medical science could bc
developed and death rates around the woild reduced.

But AI", the heedless consumption of energy is ex-
hagusting the earth's supply of oil and gas, forcing a new
reliance on coal, the best deposits of :;:hich have been
-mined. Furthermore. the World's population is so huge
that ati, satisfaction of energy demands, from whatever
source, endangers the environment.

The desperate search has turned to nuclear energy.
hut the more-ctimplex the technokite required. the nrre
dangerous it is. The problems of uranium supply, malts'
active Wastes, and nuelear weapons and ace
not easily solved. NucWar fusitm remains a c6tly dream
likely to consiime huge amounts of energy before yield-
ing a net returnsime fifty to a. hundred years from now.

Although predictions are,uncertain. it seems probable
that either the world's eonsumptionor the world's popu-
hition will tiave to be reduced.

Many people adtocate the tirst iilternative: returning
to a simpler technokigy based more on muscle than on
meehanical power. The !vorld's population, however, is
tar beyond that possibilit/, kuman beings are now so
numerous in relation to resources that only the most

advanced technology can keep .them alive, much less
give them a decent- living.

The reason is simple : We use More energy to produce
'food than the fooJ itself supplies. We are thus eating

,:-Nfossil energy. The countries in which half to four-fifths of
the labor force is engaged in agriculturethat is, where
human muscle is important in cultivationnearly all
import food from countries where mechanical energy
is abundantly used. As the energy dries up, so will the
food supply.

Since 1955 the world's arable land has hardly in-
creased, while the population has risen by 60 percent.
As much farm land is lost each year through erosion,
urban encroachment, and desertification ak is added by
irrigation. drainage, and terracing. There are now ap-
proxiMately 789 persons in the world per square mile or
arable land. Thus the huge increase in the world's food
supply;parafieling the growth of population, has been
due almost entirely to greater use of energy for ferti-
lizers, irrigation, and so forth rather than expansion of
agricultural land.

In the next four decades humans will doubtlessly
strain every nerve to support an ever larger population.
If so, it will demonstrate that the species is tool-smart
hut goal-stupid. No pUrpose is served by ddding more
people to an overcrowded planet.

The hope that the world's birth rate will drop to match
the low death rate is forlorn, because most governMents
are content merely to institute -family planning" pro-
grams and hope for the best. Because of their birth rates,
less developed countries have an extremely young popu-
lation. Even with low fertility per woman, they will
expand their populatiOn prodir,iously.

The struggle for dwindling resources,may cause the
small wars now raging in the world to flare into a major
conflagration.

If so, the frightful weapons that modern technology
can create may wipe out mostor perhaps altof the
human population.
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8. Incentives for Innovation
1 Technology and the Economy

NATHAN ROSENBERG



Rapid and pervasive technological innovation has
heen primarily responsible for the long-term ini-

pnwements in material well-being that have character-
ized western industrial societies.

But it has also teen responsible for such undesirable
consequences as amage to the environment and deple-
tion of some natural resources.

The development of an effective set of policies toward
the generation of new technologies technologies that
will meet our social goals is therefore one of the
highest priorities confronting our society.

Technological innovation has, of course, done more
than just increase the output of goods with unchanged
characteristics. Its effects are not adequately summar-
ized in terms of so many more automobiles, bushels of
wheat, or square yards of cotton textiles.

Rather, and more importantly, technological innova-
tion over the past two centuries has dramatically trans-
formed thecomposition of the economy's output as well
as increasing its volume. In doing this it has also trans-
formed our lives.

It would he an unproductive intellectual exercise even
to look for I fith-century equivalents (or even the recog-
nizable antecedents) of certain products that we take for
granted today jet airplanes. computers, plastics and
synthetic fibers. vast quantities of electric power avail-
able at the touch of a switch, television, telephones,
ant ibiot ics.

Technology and Capitalism

Historically, this technological development has been
very closely connected with ,the rise of capitalist institu-
tions and the powerful incentives that these institutions
have provided. through the profit motive, for new tech-
nologies. The point was forcefully highlighted well over
a century ago by even the severest critics of capitalist
society, Marx and Engels. in the Communist Manifesto,
published in 11448:

The bourgeoisie. during its rule of scarce one hundred
years. has created more maiwive and more colossal pro-
ductive forces than have all preceding generations to-
gether. Subjection ot Nature's forces to man, machinery,
application of chemistry to industry and agriculture.
steam.navigation. railways, electric telegraphs, clearing of
whole continents for cultivation, canalisation of rivers,
whole populations conjured out of the groundwhat
earlier ternary had even a presentiment that such produc-
'tree forces slumbered in the lap of social labour?

Note that Man and Engels do not attribute this ex-
plosion in productivity to the emergence of science, or to
a religious ethic , or to some new impulse to human inge-
nuity. They attribute it spcciflcally to the rise of bour-
geois (that is, capitalist) instittilions..

In a capitalist market place. the possibilities for profit-
making through the introduction of new technologies
are vast. Indeed. Marx and Engels take an even stronger
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position: not only does a capitalist economy offer
powerful inceinives to innowition ; it is also essential for
the very surVival a the entrepreneur that he innovate
as rapidly as possible. As they had pointed out earlier:
"The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revo-
lutionizing the instruments of production . ."

Profit Motive

Subsequent history 'has lent support to this aspect of
Marx's analysis of capitalism. The market economy, in
which private entrepreneurs actively seek to increase
their private profits, has proven to be immensely effec-
tive in mobilizing inventive and innovative talent.

At the same time, the market economy has strongly
shaped the direction of technological innovation as well
as its rapid rate.

Unfortunately, the profit motive has not always
worked to advance society's interests. Consequently,
the goverment has supplemented the operation of the
market place with public institutions or financial support
for specific kinds of activities. These include agricultural
experiment stations and a wide range of public subsidies
to basic scientific research, from which private profits
are not readily available and for which market incentives
alone are therefore insufficient.

Additionally, we have become increasingly concerned
in recent years with aspects of the innovative process to
which we were surprisingly indifferent in the past..New
technologies often inflict certain costs upon their natural
and human environment that deserve to be recognized
in any social accounting but are not ord:narily part of
private profit accounting. These include environmental
pollution in a variety of forms and safety and health
hazards to workers and consumers.

New Policies

We urgently need new public policies that will ,offer
incentives for innovation and at the same time protect us
against some of the undesirable side effects of tech-
nology. Developing such policies will tall for political
courage and leadership as well as social imagination.
The task of reconciling conflicting group interests and
priorities without, at the same time, dulling or even
destroying the incentive mechanisms underlying techno-
logical innovation, will be an extremely delicate, under-
taking.

Large issues are at stake. History makes it clear that
private business is strongly influenced by market forces
concerning the directiOn as well as the pace of inventive
activity.

Thus, for example, the abundance of forest lands and
the cheapneis of forest products in colonial America
( and later) led to the invention of a vast array of
ingenious technologies for exploitint wood. The abun-
dance of good farmland in the American mid-west in the
19th century generated an incredible p afusion of ma-
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chines enabling a single farmer to cultivate a far larger
acreage than his European aninterpart. And the es-

n of high quality mineral deposits in the- NM
century has already prompted the development of tech-
niques 'for exploiting low quality ores that were previ-
ously neglected.

Shaping Te ..:hnolugy

Our history also shows us that technology is extremdy
versatile and that it is highly responsive to changes in
incentives and rewards. It should not be beyond our
ingenuity to use the incentives of the market place to
develop new technologies that will deal much more
effectively with such current concerns as environment
and energy.

It is hardly surprising. for exampk. that private enter-
prise developed technologies that fouled the air and
treated watercourses as open sewers for the effluents
when no cost was imposed upon them for doing so. On
the other hand, we can confidently predict that a system
of taxeS or other charges for industrial activities that
pollute the environment will eventually lead to the de-

vekipment of new technologies that produce far less
pollution. Indeed, in many industries far less polluting
technologies are akeady merging.

it is a mistake to regard technology as simply consti-
tuting part of the problem, although that has undoubt-
edly sometimes been the case in the past. Technology is
an extremely powerful force whose shape and thrust can
be influenced to a far greater extent than is generally
recognized. But we cannot shape technology if we reject
or straitjacket it, as has been increasingly the case with
some of the regulatory activities of government in recent
years.

Rather, we should seek ways of increasing the rewards
for technological innovations of the kind that we regard
as socially desirable. Prizes, patent grants, and fai arable
tax treatment are some of the mechanisms devised inthe
past to encourage innovation.

By strengthening such incentives and developing new
ones, we can assure that technology will, in the future,
be more consistently arrayed on the side of the solutions
rather than on the tide of the problems.
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Ithough scientists and technologists still think of
theinsehees. its doing different things 4 former

explu- ring nature's mysteries, the latter satisfying human
needs they have come, to recognize their increasing
interdependence, and many peopk today have trouble
distinguishing between them.

To the 19th-century American. the puttering of
**pure" scientists seemed in ridieulous contrast to the
ever more huitful business of mventors.

A century before, Benjamin Franklin, a distinguished
practitioner of both science and technology, favored
science, but he was remembered mainly as a political
hero. Joseph Henry. probably the most Important
American scientist of the mid-19th century, also prac-
ticed both, and clearly preferred science. He deplored
the American mania for novelty and, as first Secretar, of
the Smithsonian Institution, convinced Congress to es-
tablish in the Smithsonian the nation's first scientific
research laboratory.

But science was dull stuff compared to the inventor's
apparently inexhaustible tug of tricks. Before 1850 the
inventor turned out such wonders as the cotton gin,
patent leather, the harvesting machine, clipper ship,
Colt revolver, and mass-produced clocks and guns.

A Genius for Invention

Europeans began to suspect that Americans had a pecu-
liar genius for invention. By the 1880s they were con-
vinced of it by the inventions of Thomas Alva Edison.
who was entertained as an equal by the greatest scientist
of France. Louis Pasteur.

Edison called himself an inventor, and was as em-
phatic about it as Henry had been in calling himself a
scientist. Like Franklin before them. Henry and Edison
worked in electricity, a field that changed in Franklin's
youth from a collection of lore about sparks and -attrac-
tions" into a new science.

But even while electricity remained largdy a mystery,
it was readily exploited by inventors. Always alert for
utility, Franklin supplemented his science by inventing a
toy electric machine that turned a wheel. In the 19th
century, such electrical toys evolved into practical ma-
chines. Edison combined the. steam driven generator
with the electric light and a distribution system to in-
augurate the modern era of electric power.

By the 1880s the cornucopia of technology had
yklded artificial plastics, aluminum, the calculating ma-
chine, typewriter, and machine gun.

But the most startling inventions were still in elec-
tricity. where Americans remained preeminent. The
electromagnetic telegraph had cut the time for com-
municating between cities and countries from days to
seconds. The most successful was that of Samuel F. B.
Morse, a painter who knew little of electricity. but who
had an irxlispensable idea, the "Morse code.** Morse
consulted Henry, whose annoyance at this exploitation
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of his favorite science increased when Morse utilizecrone
of Henry's incidental inventions, the electromagnetic
relay.

Henry's indignation had scarcely subsided when he
was visited by a teacher of speech named Alexander
Graham Bell, who wanted to transmit speech by elec-
tricity but admitted knowing nothing about electricity.
Henry's gniff advice that he "team it" masked a willing-

.
ness to help, and Bell became in 1878 the most success-
ful of numerous inventors of the telephone.

Eminent Mechanics

American inventiveness was, in fact, a culmination of
events that began in Europe in the Middle Ages, when
nonhuman sour= of power first tneclianized metal
working and textile production. Anonymous craftsmen
in Italy and Germany were mainly responsible for these
innovations, but by the 18th century Britain had-taken
the lead, with the invention of the steam engine and its
development into a versatile source of power for fac-
tories, railroads, and steamships:

These inventors were no longer anonymous laborers
in the vineyard of technology. James Watt, Henry
Maudslay, and other "eminent mechanics" were prede-
cessors of 19th-century American inventors.

These events paralleled a revival of the rational ex-
planation of nature which we call sciencea more .

visible development since it involved educated upper
and middle class men such as Rent Descartes, Christian
Huygens, and Isaac Newton. Science also became a
hobby of the wealthy, thanks largely to new instruments,
such as the telescope and microscope.

There was no gulf between science and technology in
the 17th century. Scientists agreed with the English
philosopher Francis Bacon that science should be ap-
plied to the useful arts, and many scientists tried their
own hands at invention.

The scientist-inventor, however, proved to be a dud.
Science and technology seemed, in the last analysis, to
require different kinds of talent. In time the European
scientist decided to stick to his specialty, which was,
after all, more intellectual, less commercial, and clearly
a higher calling. "Eminent mechanics", were still me-
chanics, beneath the level of what came to be called pure
science.

In the United States this bias was reversed. Democ-
racy was the ideal, and "monarchical institutkins" such
as academies of scknce were rejected. The enfinent
mechanic was honored in Anwrica both socially and
economically.

Thus Franklin, Henry, and Edison represent phases in
the relationship of science and technology. Franklin
was intellectually a European, a scientist-inventor im-
bued with Baconian ideas. Henry was a scientkit in an
America where scientists were Mid in low esteem.
Edison was a technologist in an America where the
eminent mechanic reigned unchallenged.
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UseM Science

But other Oases were to follow. Even as Edison en-
joyed his triumph. Bacon's long disregarded assumption
that science could be useful to technology was becoming
a reality.

In 1856, A. W. von Hofmann. a German who headed
the Royal College of Chemistry in London. was appalled
when his student, William Henry Perkin, tried to salvage
an unsuccessful experiment that yielded a messy purple
sediment by marketing the stuff as :I dye. It was the first
of many artificial dyes that were commercially profit-
able. and eventually scientifically interesting.

By the 1870s the production of dyes had become too
complicated for the uneducated and required the special
knowledge of the scientist. Only Germany possessed
many such chemists and by 1900 enjoyed a near monop-
oly on artificial dyes.

By the 1920s others began to imitate the Germans.
and the chemical industry everywhere came to be domi-
nated by chemists holding university degices.

In other fields the eminent mechanic held on for a
,time, hut one industry after another has fallen under the
shadow of academic science. Edison lived to see this
happen in his own field. Electricity had continued.
through the invention of radio, to reward the unedu-
cated genius. But by the 1920s the electrical engineer

was finding mathematics and physics unavoidable, and
the eminent mechanic-found himself an outsider.

In one of his last interviews, Edison predicted that
man would invent a weapon so horrible that he would
-abandon war forever." Such a weapon was indeed
developed, not under the leadership of eminent me-
chanics but of university trained scientists and engineers.

Scientists and engineers have found a psychologically
acceptable middle ground in -applied science," while
military necessity and government support enable them
to produce marvels far beyond the capacity, if not the
imagination, of the now legendary Edison.

Since 1945 science and technology have become vir-
tually indistinguishable, excepi as Preferences 0.f Par.-
ticular individuals. Improvements" have gushed forth
across the whole spectrum of science and technology,
and Francis Bacon has been justified.

The late 20th-century American no longer laughs at
science, while his enthusiasm for technology has
dimmed considerably, and he has increasing difficulty
telling which is which.

It seems that we have entered not just another phase
in the relationship between science and technology, but
another era, with a different question: the relationship
between science-technology and society.
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10. The Imperatives
of Engineering
EUGENE S. FERGUSON



Engineers have a greater effect on the kind of world
we will live in than most of us reaagnize. Less than

tine American in a hundred hi an engineer, hut betaitie
they are decision-makers, engineers are far more influ-
ential than their numbers suggest.

Many engineers deny this influence. insiSting that they
merely carry out the instructions of othersof politi-
cians, for example. Yet in fact, engineers write a politi-
cian's shopping list by furnishing alternative solutions to
particular problemssolutions that require engineers
to daffy them out !

Most of us highly approve of the world our engineers
have built for us. Yet some of us become angry and fins-.
trated when technical systems often Seem to demand
that we adapt to the system's needs, rather than the
other way-around.

To understand why technical considerations in engi-
neering projects tend to submerge social or human
neet.N. we must examine the controlling principles, or
imperatives, that shape the way engineers think. Engi-
neering imperatives are often more powerful than the
needs and wants of whose who use what engineers.
design.

An engineer (1) strives for efticiency. (2 ) designs
labor-saving systems. (3) tries to design the control of a
system into it. so the user will have limited choices.

The engineer is also fascinated by his or her ability to
disregard human scale, so he (4) favors the very large,
the very powerful. and ( in the electronic revolution ) the
very small.

Finally. because an engineering problem is inherently
interesting, (5 ) it becomes an end in itself, rather than a
means to satisfy a human need.

Let us consider these imperatives.

Efficiency

( I ) Efficiency comes easily to the technical mind, even
though it is one of the slipperiest words in our language.
High efficiency means high output for a given input. For
example. if a quantity of fuel is the given input to an
automobile engine, the power output from a diesel
engine will be the highest; from a conVentional gas
engine one-third less: and from a gas-turbine engine.
one-half that of the gasoline engine.

-Efficiency" as used in engineering also has a rhetori-
cal meaning. It maY mean -more powerful" or "better
performance." When an engineer seeks efficiency, .his
ideal is flexibleenabling him to think of a machine or
system that performs the way he thinks best (high
torive. satisfying roar. whatever) as "most effkient."
Gas turbines have their advocates, and most engineers
continue to choose gasoline engines over diesels.

Labor-Saving Systems'

(2) Labor-saving systems are generally preferred by
engineers, with no serious,thought given to alternative
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possibilities. Thus, machines are being developed in
agricultural experiment stations to eliminate workers.
particularly in havesting fruits and wgetiiIikts. The
consequent drift of displaced farm workers toaty slums
is not seen by engineers as part of the problem.

Many engineers believe that labor-saving without
limit is a positive and unquestionable good.

In 1916, for example, the president of A. O. Smith
Corporation, a makefof automobile frames, sought to
build a "plant that would run without men."

Bankers advised against spending money on so costly
and uncertain a goat. but company president L. R. Smith
and his engineers worked doggedly to build an auto-
mated factory of unprecedented mechanical complexity.

Ten years and several million dollars later, Smith
proudly unvr a vast machine that turned out a thou-
sand autom ile frames per hour. It required so few
men to tend it that the labor cost per frame was less than
25 cents! The plant was a marvel of the particular "effi-
ciency" that obsessed Smith, which was to eliminate all
workers.

Built-hi Controls

(3) Control is an imperative that guides the design of
systems such as an assembly line and the new Metro
subway ir. Washington. D.C.

Engineers:decide who will do what on an assembly
line. Subdividing work into minute tasks that require
mere dexterity and minimum training andskill goes back
200 years to the French pin-makers who supplied Adam
Smith with his often-quoted example of the division of
labor. Drawing the wire to proper size, straightening it.
cutting it to length, forming the headeach was as-
signed to a different worker.

The assembly line was brought to its logical extreme
by Henry Ford in 1914. It took charge of both a worker's
time and his sense of timing. The assembly line moved
inexorably, dragging work along on a chain, and pacing
the workers. Aside from doing as told (efficiency engi-
neers called it "cooperation"), the worker hud no op-
portunity to use choice or judgment.

Paradoxically, designing an assc.mbly line provides an
absorbing challenge to the engineer who decides' how
work will be subdivided.- In so doing, he reduces to a
Minimum the, mental effort required of peopk who
spend their working lives on the line.

Washington's neiv Metro subway is operated by cont
puterized controlstinit Metro yielded to public pressure
and put an attendant at the head end of each train. On a
receht trip on the Metro, I noticed that the head of the
train stopped automatically at the center of erch station
platform. 4fter a delay, the human being in the front car
regained control momentarily and inched the train for-
ward to the proper position.

Difficultieg with the Metro train operations pale. how-
ever. before the nightmare of the fare-card system. A
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magnetically coded card is purchased from a machine.
shoved into a slot to gair admittance and into another
slot tor departure from the itation. The reiattrd of
bmken-down card dispensers and unresponsive turn-
stiles has forced management to admit that its fare-card
system is its -tchilles heel."

Dui rather than replace the system with responsive
reNtIns, the nest move ( in stereotyped phrases of mini-
agement ) is to redesign the system to make it -more
efficiem.-

Nonhuman Scale

(4) the urge to transcend human scale is as old as
engineering. Some famous structures whose builders
were guided by this.imperatise include the Egyptian and
Mesican pyramids. the enigmatic statues on Easter Is-
land, and the Eiffel Tower.

Since 1957 and Sputnik; a new imperative has been
added: Space vehicks requiring small, light, extremely
comples instruments .pushed engineeni toward minia-
turi/ation of electronic computers and instruments.
Small and large. the imperative of nonhuman scale is
powerful.

4

Ends and Means

(5) Despite their frequent diselaimets o an.itional kt-
volvement in the work they do, engineers are conscien-
tious workers and can hardly escape the inherent inter-
est of the problems with Which they are concerned.
Engineers' devotion to their work helps explain why so
much engineering is so good, and changes and innova-
tions so freque...t and ingenious.

When an engineering project goes sour from a social
standpoint, the trouble is often in the engineer's absorp-
tion in the technical aspects of the project and his for-
getting or misjudging the human dimensions.

Yet it is precisely these human aspects that have
become of concern. Instead of massive, centrally con-
trolled systems. some of us are now calling for simpler
solutions on a human scale. We want to set more
solqtions that fit the problems.

Social problems can have soilal solutions, which usu-
ally require discussion and compromise. Unless we insist
on this, we can expect technological solutions to ail
problems because they are easiest to devise.
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For more than three decades now, we have lived
under the threat of a nuclear holocaust. But the

retatitinship between national wcusity and technology
did not emerge with the nuclear age.

From the time that one group of prehistoric men first
used clubs and spears to force their will on another
group; war and technokigy have been closely -inter-
related.

And throughout history. political and military leaders
on the one hand have used science and technology to
further their ends, and scientists and engineers on the
other have exploited the spicial interests of the state to
advance their own goals.

In recent years. and throughout the world, such inter-.
action between scientists and policymakers has gteatly
-increased. Traditionally, this partnership has employed
technology to produce ever deadlier weapons. But to-
day, advanced technology can also provide the means
for arms control.

The continuing partnership between government and
science seems assured; how that partnership will be
used is less certain.

Escalation

From earliest times until the present, new offensive
technologies have always been countered by defensive
developments or more powerful offensive systems.
Thus, technology has produced a steady progression of
more efficient instruments of death and destruction :

swords, longbows. firearms, aircraft, atomic bombs.
missiles.

During World War II. for example, the Germans
launched a successful blitzkrieg against most of the
nations of central and western Europe. They came close
to overrunning Britain and Russia as well by exploiting
the latest technological developments in aircraft, tanks,
and related equipment.

In the West, the British stopped the Nazi advance by
making full use of another new technology, radar.

German technology, in the form of modern sub-
marines and torpedoes, almost cut off American sup-
plies from Europe. American technology, in the form of
antisubmarine warfare and intelligence techniques, re-
versed that process.

And. perhaps most dramatic and politically porten-
tous of all. World War II ended with the ruclear attacks
on Hitushima and Nagasaki.

New Role for Scientists

During that conflagration, moreover. scientists and en-
.

gingers did not simply respond to requests from military
authorities. Rather, they became full participants in the
planning process. They not only invented and built
weapons. but they shared in making the decisions about
whkh ones were needed. and even luisv they slvould
be used.

Special new institutions, both inside and outside tire
government, had to be created to make this interaction
work effectively. Such institutions have continued to
evolve and proliferate since then.

Current versions include so-called "think tanks," such
as RAND and other private research institutes; univer-
sity operated institutions, such as the University of Cali-
fornia's two nuclear weapons laboratories and MIT's
Lincoln Lab; and permanent government committees
composed of both academic and industrial scientists and
engineers, which provide input on all matters from
weapons development and deployment to arms control
and disarmament.

p.

Weapons Development

e Cold War and the wars in Korea ansi Vietnam
caucd these new relationships to continue long after
World War II. Whenever there seemed to be a lull
in the process, an event like the Russian launching of
Sputnik came along to reinforce this leaf and scien-
tific collaboration.

tine major result of this further interaction of science
and technology with national security needs was the .
invention, of the hydrogen bomb in its first version,
1000 times as powerful as its predecessor, the A-bomb--
and the spread of both types of nuclear weapons to
Russia, Britain, France, and China.

Another very significant result was the further de-
velopment of rockets, which had been invented a thou-
sand years earlier in a simple form, into huge and
powerful devices capable of delivering nuclear weapons
to within a few hun red feet of any specified point on
the globe in a half h ur.

The possession of some thousands of such weapons,
in several different forms, by both the U.S.A. and the
U.S.S.R. has defined the relationship of the two super-
powers for the last two decades. It largely explains,
moreover, why these nations occupy the positions of
world power and influence that they do.
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Policy Options

Throughout the post-World War II period, scientists
and engineers have continued to bc full partners with
state authorities, participating at all levels of govern-
ment, from the President's Office down, in determining
what should be done as well as howtodoit.

Some of these participants have placed special em-
phasis on our exploiting the possibilithas inherent in the
latest scientific discoveries before some potential enemy
does. Edward Teller, commonly known as the "father
of the H-bomb," and the late Wernher von Braun, a
leading developer of large rockets both in Germany
before World War II and in America afterwards, are two
well known examples from a large group of such people.

Each of these scientists testifkd many times before
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congressional committees; each served as advisms tO
Preside Ms, Secretaries of Defense, and other leaders;
each served on many special volatalttees: and each
made countless public appearatiWs in support of their
vie%A.

Working in a similar fashion, others have promoted
the use of modern *Oenix fOr some military applications
hut have opposed other applicatkins that they consid-
ered to he especially dangerous. In short, they became
not only devekipers of arms, hut advocates ot arms
control.

One prominent example is. Robert Oppenheimer.
who led in the development of the A-bomb but who
opposeddevelopment of the H-homb. Others are James
Killian and George Kisfiakowsky. who served as science
advisers to PresidemEisenhower during the missile gap
crisis hut who also have become leading advocaws of
nuclear arms control.

Arms Development and Arms Control

'IOda.v. the interactions between scientists and govern-
ment are continuing along two main lines: first, the
des elopment of more sophisticated weaponry and. sec-

. ond, the pursuit of political agreements to stop or at
least moderate such developments.

Vietnam. the first war in which technological superi-
ority did not work to the ads antage of a state, demon-
strated the need to control weapons so deadly that
nations arc literally afraid to use them.

6
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The development of nuclear weapons and long range
delivery sysiems continues: the recent advances in
nticroproatots and other computers are Mating the*
and other weapons much "smarter" (and more devil-
ish); and we are hearing talk that laser beams and other
so-called death rays are somewhere around the corner.

In the case of anus control and dgiannament, some
treaties hpve been worked Mit placing modest limits on
the development of some weapons and. limiting the
deployment and use of certain others. The Strategic
Ann% Limitation Talks (SALT) are now attempting to
extend these treaties, but the outlook for significant.new
agreements is mixed.

Advanced technology plays a key role in arms control
as well as in arm's development. The principal means
for determining whether the various parties are empty-
ing with existing arms control treaties involves the use
of very sophisticated devices. Satellites, for example,
monitor both missile deployment and missile develop-
ment, and very modern seismic detectors coupled with
the latest data processing techniques make, it possible to
observe nuclear explosions from great distances.

The ever-increasing complexity of both weapons de-
velopment and efforts to control these devices thus
guarantees the continued partnership of government
and science in the technological proem. How this part-
nership will ultimately influence society as a whole
remains perhaps the most perplexing problem facing
mankind.
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L.wit year the U.S. government spent more than $25
billion on scientific research and technological de-

velopment.
Mightly less than half this, amount was spent on de-

fense research. generally recognized as a legitimate
function of all governments. But what about the rest?

Why should the goiernment of a nation that has
tradifionally been committed to the concept of free
enterprise be pouring billions of dollars annually into
research and development?

t 4nil the 19th century. gosernment involvement with
technology grew very slowly. It then became apparent
that modern science through technology could effect
rapid and. it was hoped. beneficialsocial change.

The crises of the 20th century. particularly World
%ar II. stimulated an even closer relationship and an
esen greater interaction between government and tech-
nology.

CEitics now charge that government is controlling
the direction of scientific research and the course of
technological development and that this influence is
corrupting both.

Proponents. howeer. argue that even more govern-
ment invotement is necessary to support the research
and des elopment required to maintain our standard of
king and to help the poorer nations of the world.

Early Involvement

The connection between go% ernment and technology is
not necessarily close. 'Throughout much of history, gov-
ernment has been the special concern of the powerful.
Technology. on the other hand. very early became the
special concern ot craftspeople often of humble ori-
gins but with skills that made possible weaving. pottery.
metalworking. building of shelteCand all the other
'processesnecessary to provide for human needs.

Since people' specialized in certain crafts and then
exchanged their products for those of others, questions
of the y alue ot weiglus and measures'aroserThtiCrnore
than 2500 years ago governments became referees in
setting the standards of weights and measures.

Also, since money came to be measured by the weight
of gold or siker. gosernments not only made coins but,
insured their salue by imprinting them with official seals
and bv milling the edges to prevent clipping.

In the same way governments estahlished standard
measures of solume for grain and liquids, standard
Weights, and standard rulers of length. The power of
government guaranteed the integrity of these measures
used in technology. .Governments still perform thesc .

functions through thei; mints and their national bureaus
or standards. f

The Nation State and Technology

In western Europe in the later Middle Ages, technolo-
gies arose capable not only of building Gothic cathedrals
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but also of sustaining cities and trading with Asia. At the
same time, the national governments of France. Spain.
Pottugal, and England came into existence,

By the end of the 15th century, this combination of
technology and nation states made possible the exten-
sion of trade and colonization to the Western Hemi-
sphere.

The governments of these nations did not create the
technology of the sailing ship that made this expansion
possible. But they were called upon to provide support
to shipmasters and sailors of a kind beyond the regources
of private individuals.

This support included the development of mapmaking
and the astronomical observations necessary for a reli-
able worldwide navigation system. By the 17th century.
for example, such great institutions as the Royal Ob-
servatory at Greenwich, England, had been founded to
develop astronomical charts for navigators: Govern-
ments continue to provide such services as mapmaking
today.

Since traders and colonizers rarely had the time and
energy to explore unknown territory, governments
gradually took on the function. By the 18th century
these expeditions, for example, those sent to the Pacific
by the British Admiralty under Captain James Cook,
had penetrated to most parts of the globe. Today, gov-
ernments continue to send out exploring expeditions
to Antarctica and even to the moon.

Government Research and Technology

During the 19th century. as natural science took on its
modern form, the governments of western Europe and
the United States realized that they could help their
people develop more powerful technology if they pro-
vided scientific research which was beyond the means of
universities and other private institutions.

Despite some opposition to "impractical" research,ttgovernments incre 'n oncluded that the best way to
attack the human : of scarcity and disease was to
support laboratories for the production of seemingly
useless" knowledge. Hence, through agencies such as
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, governments be-
gan to shift from a passive to an active attack on human
problems by supporting basic scientific research.

World War H and After

most important shift in the government's relation
to science came at the outbreak of World War 11. War-
time leaders saw the need to mobilize all the nation's
scientific resources that were applicable to weapons
and medicine.

Instead of just strengthening government labora-
tories, they turned to the universities, industry, and
private foundations to find the laboratory facilities and
the scientists, especially in medicine, electronics, and
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atomic energy; whose researth might mean the differ-
ence between victory and defeat.

The network of contracts which they set up carried
governtnent money out to the scientists and labain-
tories, resulting in such discoveries as penicillin, the
atomic bomb, and radar.

At the end of World War II, government and science
leaders agreed that the system of contracts tying to-
gether the universities, industry, and the foundations
with government support should become permanent.
The government made a definite commitment to main-
tain America's role as the world's leader in science and
technology.

By the mid-1960s some $16 billion of government
money was flowing into research and development.
Every branch-of technology was affected in some way.
The National Science Foundation. the Atomic Energy
Commission. the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, and much-expanded National Institutes of
Health became the dominant research agencies of the
U.S. Government.

This new trend stimulated controversy. Opponents
claimed that university scientists, in order to receive
government grants. were forced to pursue research in
specified areas. Others charged that some programs
were wasteful .. the manned lunar landing program, for
example, was criticized as being political and not justifi-
able on any scientifiC grounds.

Such criticisms resulted in a new emphasis on research
concerned with pressing national needs, that is. projects
that would visibly benefit the general public such as
cancer research.

The Need for Renuesement

In the past 13 years, a whole new series of issues
rleveloped that increased government nivolvement with
technology.

The very success of modern chemistry and physics in
industry produced pollutants that themselves became a
threat. Scientific, machine-based agriculture triggered
large migrations of people and transformed the inner
districts of large cities. Atomic energy eased the pres-
sure on scarce fossil fuels, but created new safety and
waste-disposal problems.

Although government regulation of technology to
conibat the worst abuses of environment dates back to
the late I9th century, active research on an unprece-
dented scale was clearly needed. Congress responded by
setting up an Environmental Protection Agency, by
changing the Atomic Energy Commission into a Depart-
ment of Energy and a Niiclear Regulatory Commission,
and by creating an Office of Technology Assessment.

But these actions did not silence critics of the burgeon-
ing relation between government and technology. The
federal government's encouragement of nuclear power,
for example, was seen as a threat to the health and safety
of people, and the accident at the nuclear plant at Three
Mile Island confirmed these fears. Government policies
relating to the environment, consumer products, and
worker safety have also been challenged as unresponsive
to public needs and wishes.

Such controversies will undoubtedly continue as long
as the majority of our citizens arecommitted to a society
characterized by high technoloiy, which only the gov-
ernment can support.

:
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How the minds of inventort work is a puzzling prob-
lem. Why people invent what they do, when they

do, remains a mystery.
indeed, there may be no such single thing as "the

innovative process." A study of a number of different
inventions shows that a variety of factors enters into

------ technological creativity. Most inventions, however, re-
sult from systematic attempts to solve specific problems.

'lake the horseshoe. The world should be full of
monuments to the unknown genius who fi-rst nailed iron
shoes to the feet of a horse.

For nearly 3tMl0 years after its domestication, the
horse was used in warfare and sport, but only for fairly
light hauling for example. of chariots. One difficulty
arose because the yoke-harness was transferred from.
oxen, to which it was well adapted, to horses, on which
it Was wry inefficient for reasons of anatomy.

At last. about A.D. 8(X). a new harness. consisting of
. a rigid horse collar connected to the wagon by traces.

appeared in Europe. perhaps having come from Central
Asia. V. ithout adding cost, it increased the pulling ca-
pacity of a team of horses by four or five times.

But another problem had to be solved before the new
harness could become really effective. In moist regions
like northern Europe, the hoofs of horses are much
more fragile than those of own. They break easily and

wear down quicklr, with hard usage.
Our inventor, doubtless a blacksmith who lived in

northern Europe during the late ninth century, was
probably familiar with the iron sandals that ancient
eterinarians wired to broken hoofs to help their heal-
ing. But he also knew that these often worked loose and
chafed the horse's feet.

He had a sudden, breakthrough, idea: to reduce
wear and breakage. he would nail iron shoes to the

hoofs! It was a bold, even foolhardy, notion. Horses
were valuable, and to lame one deliberately would cer-
tainly have been a crime in his society. But he hammered
on those shoes and they worked.

About A.D. 900 nailed horseshoes began to spread
swiftly on the plains from the Atlantic into central
Siberia. The importance of horses in the medieval and
early modern devekTment of agriculture, transport,
and early industrialization is indicated by the fact that
even today, when horses are used mainly for sport, the
standard measure for the work-eapicity of any engine
electrical, internal combustion, or other is called

horse-power." ,

Our debt to that anonymous blacksmith is immense.
Clearly. he had thought his problem through before he
drove those nails.

The Internal Combusting Engine

There are times. however. when too much.awareness of
past experience can handicap inventors. The develop-
ment of the internal cornbust ion engine which evolved
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from the cannonoffers an example.
The formula for gunpowder reached Europe from

China by 1260. But in both East and West, gunpowder
was used not in gtins but simpiy in rockets, "Roman"
candles, and firecrackers, although often for military
ends. The cannon was invented in Europe, more than
half a century later. it appears at Florence in 1326, and
we have a picture of one in England in 1327. The first
known Chinese cannon is dated 1332: the idea was
probably taken to China by an Italian merchant, for
many of them were trading there at that time.

The cannon is a one-cylinder internal combustion
engine. Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) was the first
engineer to glimpse its non-military potential: he tried
to substitute a piston for the .ball, but failed. Several
inventors in the 17th and 18th centuries followed Leo-
nardo's intuition, but without success. The trouble was
that all of them were too keenly aware of the cannon as
the source of their ideas, so they kept trying to use gun-
powder as their fuel.

Not until the 19th century did engineers conclude that
powder was too clumsy to run a continuously operating
engine. They then turned for their power to the lighter
distillates of petroleumlike kerosene or gasoline
that first had been produced by medieval Byzantine and
Islamic &Chemists for chemical warfare.

In inventing, knowing too much may be as great an
obstacle as knowing too little because it may hinder
spontaneity.

The Crankshaft

Concern for human safety has often been a motive for
inventionas in the case of the crankshaft.

Many of our internal combustion engines today de-
pend on crankshafts for conversion and transmission of
motion. Indeed, modern machine design is inconceiv-
able without the crankshaft. It was invented shortly be-
fore 1335 by Guido da Vigevano, a famous medic who
was then in Paris as personal physician to the queen of
France.

Guido was interested in reducing casualties among
soldiers pushing siege towers toward enemy walls. If the
men could move a tower from inside it rather than from
the outside, they would be better protected from enemy
fire. So he drew two diagrams of rolling towers, each
equipped with a double or compound crank in the center
of each of its two axles.- He was so pleased with this
notion that he also sketched a submarine propelled by
paddle-wheels turned from inside by man-operated
crankshafts.

Engineers in the French royal service Were clearly
interested. They developed Guido's device for the the- \
atrical machinery of the great pageants of the court at
Paris. In the 15th century, crankshafts became part of
the accepted engineering repertory of Europe.



The Parachute

/There isone early instance when we can almost look into
;tot inventor's mitd at the moment when he produced an
:invention of much significance for our own century: the
parachute.

In London there is the sketchbook of an anonymous
engineer, probably of Siena in Tuscany, that dates from
the late 1470s and early 1480s. At one point, he seems
to be worrying about a friend imprisoned in a tower. Is
"there any way for the captive to jump and still survive?
We see a drawing of a man dropping from a considerable
height, his fall braked by two large, fluttering cloth
streamers attached to his belt. In his mouth is a sponge to
protect his jaws tiom the shock of landing. He looks
terrified and should be.

The next pages of the manuscript are filled with mili-
tary engines and the like. But our engineersketcher
is worried 'lout that man jumping. The streamers won't
deLvIerate his fall enough. Something more effective is
needed. So, after 21 pages. our jumper reappears. The
sponge is now strapped around his head so that if he cries
out in fright he will not lose it. The streamers have been
replaced by a conical parachute. the world's first

A very few years later, Leonardo da Vinci sketched a
pyramidal parachute. About lb 15 a Hungarian bishop

published a book on new engineering devices that skin-
tained the first printed picture of a parachute. There-
after every European engineer knew the theoretical
possilility of parachutes; but there were no Waal situa-
tions in which one was needed.

Only after the Montgolfier brothers of Fran= started
ballooning in 1783 did the' parachute find a function
to allow descent from a gas-filled balloon. The first
human jump with one was made that same year. Our
anonymous Sienese engineer had created the idea of a
device that remained dormant, although known, for
300 years before it was used.

In our own time, in every major lirmy, parachute
troops are the spearhead of swift infantry attack, and
without parachutes the manned exploration of space
might well have proved infeasible.

In pure science, great discovery, especially if it has
technological overtones, occasionally comes by accident
or happy chance to researchers. Famous examples are
Hans Christian Oersted's observation in 1819 of the
relation between magnetism and electricity, William H.
Perkin's discovery of aniline dyes in 1856, and Alexan-
der Fleming's of penicillin in 1928.

In engineering, such luck is curiously rare. Inventors
seem to have to work for everything they invent.

For them, fairy godmothers are in short .upply.
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Modern technology has had a revolutionary impact
upon society, upon nature, and upon human be-

ings themselves.
'. Teehif Woo today has presented ui with an-unpiece*

dented range of material goods and degree of control
user nature. Yet the steer powOr let loose by this
technology with insufficient respea to human needs has
created new ethical dilemmas of ends and means and
raised new questions about freedom, justice. anu peace
in our world:

To what ends will we use the new powers of technol-
ogy. and what values will guide us in our choices?

Early vs. Modern Udine logies

The question of how humans can come to terms with
. nature has troubled them since Adam and Eve had to

tend for themselves outside the Garden of Eden. Tech-
nology, primitive in the beginning. provided.the indis-
pensable means to secure food, clothing, shelter, and
fuel.

But the necessities of sustenance were noi all of life.
Myth and stors and ritual gase meaning to these primi-
tise technokigies and relief from an arduous existence.
By ins enting gods tire gods. rain gods. sun gods, and
other deities and 13) interpreting their arts, such as
that of the blacksmith, in terms of divine giftsin such
ways rn,sth pros ided primitives with peace of mind anu
explanations for those happenings of life beyond human
control.

Modern technology relies not on myth but on Science
and rational engineering methods. The result has been
more etteetive inventions tor meeting social and political
demands. The machine, the steam (and internal com-
bustion ) engine, the hydraulic ( and atypic) generator,
saccine and antibiotics, lasers and "smart weapons."
and the comput c among its products.

floweser. warn . in replacing myth as the rationale
tor technology. S produced a comparable value
sstem. one that r es us feel comfortable in the
world.

Revolutionary 1m

In its reliance on scie ,modern ,technology differs
frOm primitise technok y both in its revolutionary im-
pact upon all aspet society and in its stand in relation
to nature.

The met of providing food, drink, cliithes, shel-
ter. and fug are. revolutionaty and abundant. from
soft drinks ipolyester to freeway motels.

Geods h c never been so profuse :people have never
moved abou so much and so far ; leisure has never been
so widespre eaucation never so available; and a
wurld ot neVer so, closely tied together.. .,.

Ntode teChnology is responsible for therriation of
mass society a society of large-scale industry. massive

transportation, world-wide commerce, and a multitude
of cities.

The results of technology show alsoon nature. Atomic
bombs, strip-mining, asphalt roads, indiscriminate use
of fertilizers and pesticides these and other techniques
have taktn their toll on nature.

Mountains have been levelled, the countryside has
been industrialized. watir. has 'turned green, the air
brown all this and more on a world-wide scale. .

cpnsequence, nature has increasingly become an
artifact, a creation of man dr if not man-made,at least
man -modified.

But the effects of technology go even further: they
show on man himself. Whit; modern technology offers
new options, a new spirit of doing things. a challenge to
old ways of life, it also offers countless hazards and perils
of lifephysical and spiritual.

Thus technology, by its very power, creates tragic
dilemmas. These dilemmas are questions of ends and
means, among which we may single out the crucial ones
of freeckim, justice, and peacef Together, they consti-
tute the humanistic dilemmas of technology.

Freedom and Choice

Freedom appears to be the legacy of the new technol-
ogy. Our range of choices is endlessly multiplied by the
technology that underlies our tools, our goods. our live-
lihood.

But this freedom' may be more apparent than real.
Our cheap pleasures, our reliance on gadgetry. our
luxuriant excesses still have to be paid for according to
what David Lilienthal called -nature's remorseless
arithmetic." The price includes pollution, destruction of
the environmeni, ckpletion of limited natural resources.

We exert our technological power not only on nature
hut also on ourselves. The tools we use and the machines
we operate make us tools of our tools and robots of our
machines. Inexorably-moving assembly lines give us
little freedom of choiceor satisfaction from work.

Ironically, we become prisoners of our work, of our
baubles, of our debilitating fantasies about them. In-
creasingly we work not just for the age-old necessities of
food, clothing, and shelter, but for luxuriesthe color
TV, the fancy car, the larger house which now seem
necessary for happiness.

In course, do we not lose our authentic freedom? The
dilemma we face is that of how to enjoy the fruits of
technology without losing the that is initiated
within us. Can technology feed this fredotn or does it
simply dissolve it?

Freedom is to be measured not by the number of
options one has but by the meaning they give to life.

Justly,

Should freedom be limited?
If one is to be free, should not alit" free? Thisques-
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tion turns out to be one of justice namely, that we
fashion technology to make available mil opportunities
for aft. not *II more for the rich or the powerful.

If our technokigy denies sonw of inequality. not just
in a formal sense but concretely, then it is a poor thing. A
life that concerns the whole society. not one of ease or
mediocrity this is the son of juNtiCe technology needs
to serve_ It is a technology that is reconcilable with
itiviiee and with an intelligent and compassionate, an
exacting and exciting existence which is its own justifi-
cation.

Technology does not .make inevitable SST's, gas-
guzzling cars, and techniques ot mind-modifying behav-
ior, whether chemical. biological, or electronic. Tech-
nology is not irreconcilable with justice, technocrats are.
The difference lies in those who place private gqods and
the goods ot specialinterests ahead of the public good.
Conflict is the result. at home or abroad.

Peace and Power

Thus, our most far-reaching moral problem is the tragic
dilemma of peace wrsus naked power. This was first
ckarly posed h,v the Greek poet Aeschylus in tile 5th
century WU in his mythical tragedy. Prometheus
Bound.

Aeschlus contrasted the immoral, warlike and death-
making force ot the omnipotent deity. Zeus. with the
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Veaceful practices of Prometheus, who gave mankind
tire the knowledgoof technical crafts and other arts
that make life livable, make memory memorable, and
distinguish waking vision from idle dream. These ends
hold good for guiding us as they did for the ancient
G reeks.

Technology is at its best today when it contributes to
the arts of civilization. It does this through the advance-
ment of the practical arts, such as those that revivify
cities, purify air and water, rationalize transportation.
employ solar energy, and invent an architecture meas-
ured to the human dimension.

Complementing the practical arts are the arts of ex-
pression, the song, the colored shapes, the dance, in
their endlessly creative forms that surply the kind of
vitality to a modern culture that Myth did for primitive
times.

How to eitablish these.new arts, consonant with the
new technology for a new age this is the dilemma that
technology faces in a world of turbulence, despair, and
discontent. We need a genuine culture in which humans
become an integral part of the seamless web of nature.

The destruction of this web is conflict, whether be-
tween nations or between groups of a single society.
Only the arts of peacefare can combat those of warfare:
and in the process make technology a fitting expression
of human well-being.
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15. Assessing and
Directing technology

MELVIN KRANZBERG
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Can technology be controlled? If so, how should it
be done and. M a democratic society. %silk, is to

dO it?. And towards what enth should it be directed?
litese questions involve value judgments as well as

technical judgments.
In the past dozen years, the search for answers to

these questions has led to Technology Assessment the
attempt, by experts. the public. nd the government to
forecast and evaluate the pusñtIJiocial, environmental,
and' human consequences of technological develop-
ments before they are applied.

Until recently. technology was judged primarily in
terms of its immediate or -first-order- effects. For
example. the immediate effects of the automobile are
transportation tor its driver and sales for the manu-
facturer.

However. technology also has many broader im-
, pacts on the environment. on social structure and

Mstitations. on human salues and people's lives. These
are known as -second- and third-order- effects.

'thus the automobile has kJ to freeways, suburbs: and
a high accident kill. It has affected leisure activities.'
salue systems ( America's "line affair" with the auto-\ \mobile). the ens ironment (pollution), and even inter-
Aational politics ( reliance upon imported oil ).

Along with the benefits of increased mobility, the
automobile has had some undesirable consequences.
Technolop Assessment esaluates the social benefits
and compares them with the social costs ( -disbenefits- )
by a process called risk analysis. or social cost/benefit
analysis. Action can then be taken to maximize the
benefits while minimizing the possihlity of socially.
harmful results

The possible negative consequences ot technological
ads ances were ot little concern throughout much of
history because technological and sOcial changes oc-

i 'carted at" a snail's pace.

Accelerated Change

The Industrial Resolution of the lath and 19th cen-
turies. however. speeded up technokigical develop-
ments and accelerated social change. As the new ma-
chines pinired out goods, the old "economy of scarcity
began giving way to the -mass-consumptiim- society.

Most people approved of these benefits of advancing
technokip Nevertheless, legislation to control some
unanticipated, undesirable impacts ofsechnical advance
became necessitry. The U.S. government's intervention
in the 183fis to end a series of disasters Caused by burst-
ing boilers on river steamboats was only die first of many
occasions when the government exercised 4 regulatory
power on technical matters.

For, while technology was changing the faceof AMer-
ica. American democracy was demanding an increasing
role tor government in protecting the public. Thus, to-
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day's1kchnology Assessment can be viewed as another
step in governmental action for the public welfare.

Queslinidicg Technology

Although technology's impact had been a social, politi-
cal and economic issue in Britain and Europe tor more
than a century, not until the mid-1960s was technologi-
cal advance seriously questioned in the United States.
Why'?

The combined impact of Vietnam, the civil rights
movement, and the social and cultural aftermath of
World War 11 led to a value crisis and some disenchant-
ment with the "American Dream." Technology inevi-
tably was questioned along with other values and insti-
tut kms.

At almost the same time, some highly publicized
accounts of harmful by-products of technical develop-
ments led to mounting public concern: Rachel Carson,
in Silent Spring (1963) dacribed the danger of DIY15,,in
Unsafe al Any Speed (1965), Ralph Nader alleged iliat
car manufacturers ignored safety factors; and in the
same paiod the media Publicized the birth deformities
from thalidomide, a drug that had been administered to
help expectant mothers.

The ensuing public outcry forced governmental ac-
tion: Thalidomide and DDT were banned; and the
government mandated safety belts fn automobiles. Al-
most overnight the environmentalist and consumerist
movements came to maturity and "Technology Assess-
ment" was born.

The term was fiist used in 1966 in a public document
by Congressman Emilio Daddario (Connecticut ) who
asked if it would be possible to anticipate undesirable
side-effects of new technologies before they were actu-
ally employed.

Congress eventually established (1972) the Office ii
Technology Assessment (OTA), which joined other
agencies in evaluating and regulating the second- and
third-order effetts of technological changes: Environ-
mental Protection Agency. Occupational Safety and
Health Administtation. and Consumer Products Safety
Commission.

Problems of Assessment

The American people, finally aware of the importance
of technology in'their lives, were demanding govern-
ment protection from its poSsible negative side effects,
But there Wereand areproblems in Technology
'Assessmc,,,

First, there is fear that assessing social impacts might
delay, and thereby impede, technological advance.
Technology Assessment might become "Technology
A rrest me ni."

Second, assessing a given technology's effects is par-
ticularly difficult when some impacts are long delayed or
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are dependent upon scale of use. For example. only
when employed on -a large scak. over a long period of
time'. was IMT seen'to threaten the food chain of an*,

atnleventually humans. .

Even more difficult to evaluate ate the consequences
of a anitbination of technical developments interacting
with other social fore& For example, farm mechaniza-
tion did away with backbreaking tabor but also deprived
unskilled farmhands of their_ livelihood. Leaving the
farinS, they migrated to the urban centers, where the}
created a serious urban problem because they lacked the
skills necessary for employment.

We have finally come to realize that technological
changes can have both positive and negative effects. But
how can one decide if the benefits of a new technology
outweigh its risks? Some people demand that no new
technology he introduced if it poses a possible risk to
anyone at aU. But is it possible-- or desirable to create
a risk-free society?

Besides, how do we cvmpare risks with benefits when
the dangers might he limited to a small group. such as
miners, while the gains might accrue to a larger public.
such as producers and users of electrical power from
coal?

Furthermore, how do we decide ---'hat constitutes a
social benefit? How do wv measurt the quality of
life"? To this end social scientists are developing -sociid
indicators" to measure social impacts. -

But is it possible to measure items which really depend
on subjective judgments? What are the tradeoffs be-
tween. say, drivini our cars to work or keeping the
thermostats in our homes at 65"7 (Or should it be 6fi°
or 70°?)

Volans and Actions

T :few are question, ot salues. Do we i,'alue the speed.
comfort, and power that modern technology gives us
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over our desire to preserve the environment and con-
serve our raw nutterials and energy supplies for future
generations? Technology Assessment tints anthems us
with a basic question: How can we bring our technology
into line with our values?

Even if we can agree on values such as liberty and
justice for all, there is little consensus on how to trans-
late these values into specific actions. We know, for
example, that we must conserve petroleum supplies and
control pollution, but most of es continue to drive our
cars ; it is the other fellow who should walk or take public
transportation.

Yet the difficulties of assessing technology should not
blind us to its potentially positive role in controlling
technology. Technology Assessment conforms to onc
law of common sense: Think about what you are doing
before you do it. Technology Assessment means looking
aheadnot just letting the future happen to us.

Technology Assessment also represents a democratic
means for dealing with technological change. It. insists
that technology he used for the good of the whole, not
just for ;blew; it would leave decisions on technologies
having major social impacts to the political process
Which is exactly where they belong in a democratic
society.

The problem, then, becomes one of educating the
citizenry and its elected representatives to understand
the potentialities and limitations of scientific-technical
advances.

Finally. Technology Assessment asserts that we can
control our own technology and that we are not the
creatures of a mindless technology which could crush us
underfoot.

Based upon the premise that we can use our own
technology ui help bring about the kind of life and
society we want. Technology Assessment clearly asks: If
durs is a man-made world, why can't man remake it?
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